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Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
omputer information sy tern and omputer applications are very important to an the 
organization . Thus the go emment i introdu ing the MSC or Multimedia Super 
Corridor. It is meant to develop Malaysia into a regional and international technology and 
telecommunications hub in 2020. The MSC will propel the transfer of technology and 
become the test bed for R&D in high-tech industries. 
.. 
Thus, Family Information System will be an example of what the function of famil r 
management in Smart Family will be like. The family management function i one most 
important feature in this system. 
This report is about the development of Family Information System, FemilylS. Th 
iystem provides the facility t keep track of the usage of us ct in a fomil . It in had -s n 
asset module that will inventories special equipments and apparatus in a famil . 
There are seven chapter in this proposal, which include lntrodu ti n, Lit iratu 
Review, System Analyst, System Design, ystem Implementation, Testing and tern 
valuation and onclusion. The first four chapter are con idercd a· ph that 
analysts need to go through before one can come out with clear and concis ns of 
all the functional and non-functional requirements that are ne d d to d • d p 
application later in the future. The Inst three chapters are the remaining phases of tern 
development, which use all findings and informan n gather in the arl] r tag . 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND 
This project is about the development of application software designed to assist in 
management of the family's information. This application or system will be called 
Family Information System (Famil IS . FamilyIS is specially designed to meet the 
requirements of the Family Members in managing the family's information, so that the 
information can be better managed and safeguard. 
Strictly stated here is that FamilylS is not designed to replace the talents of the Family'! 
Members but will provide all the power of the latest technology avuilabl to th m in 
order to facilitate their work and reduce the repetitive work. A computer has n r been 
able to replace an expert in any domain becau e the role of computers i. ju t to pro id 
powerful management tool to all who needed it. 
The system will have a database to keep all the information and data needed n fomil ' 
information as well as family's property, family's ac ount as well as the fsrni! billin 1 
system. A database is now such an integral part of our dail life that often w are not 
awar that we are u ing one. Familyl will be aimed at developing a mput rized 
databa se ystem where it will hand I data entry file maint nan and g n rati n f a 
fixed et of specific report . Farnilyl also include s tern adrnini trator contr I th t onl 
allow u · r to i w C"rtoin subs t m, It will c lloct and pre erved int rmati n n 
focilitie in whi h in Lh J 1 t ha been available only on paper. 
1-l 
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FamilylS will be an example of what the funcuon ot' t'- " muuuucmcnt in 
Family will he like The Fanul 's managcmcn: fun i;,' ~, : ' ~ tf portant aspect 
that must be given as .nous cunsrdcrnuon m nccordance ,,,'r ~., ·-~echanging family's 
lifestyle. 
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1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The decision to build the application software to moon~ t se family~s information is 
indeed the consequence from the diffi ulri and problem arise from the manual filing 
system. 
The manual filing system is too time consuming as well as it involves a lot of clerical 
work. A lot of family information are not probably used due to poor maintenance and the 
human inability to keep up with the increasing information in a particular family. 
Therefore, a management information system i the be t elution for all the difll ulti 
and troubles faced. But as stated earlier the y ucm is not meant to rcpln e th F mil 
FamjlyIS will aJso allow the user to keep information about particular billin information 
in the family, property of a family, and the bank account of a family. 
1.3 AIMS OF THE PROJECT 
The aims of developing family Information , ystem are as followed: 
1. Preventing the misuse of family' information 
11. Reducing the risk of Family's information damaged in fire or flooding 
111. Keeping the late t record· of family ' property, family ace unt and famil 
billing. 
1- 
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1.4 OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 
The objectives for developing Scholl Faciliti 0· - fil~ ~ followed: 
1. To provide at the desktop all graphi and textual information needed for the 
management of family's information in a particular family 
11. To help in tracking the usage of fund in the familj 
111. To keeping records of all the billing information in a family 
iv. To store information about family s property for easier and faster retri~val. 
v. To generate account status of a family 
1.5 SCOPE AND LIMITATION OF Familyl8 
The FamilylS project has its own scope and limitation. This project is a rnanag ment 
information system that will be in talled into one computer and the computer will a t f\. 
the host of the whole system. Due to time limitation in developing the Farnilyl 
the system can only be accessed locally. The system will only keep track of th ·nmil 1 • 
information, such as accounts, billing and property. For further enhancement of th 
project in the future, the system is hoped to maintain the entire famil informau n 
system in a family, which include family' insurance and etc. 
The project w111 be divided into modulus as belov : 
Module I: Method of access 
The system is design d to allow authorized u ers t acce 
and pa sword. nl nlid us r i ull ' d ton c s int 
u. in a u er r 
arnil 1 . N t e e us r ha the 
'Orne authorization lo the tern. The family s p rents will hnv the ull authorizati n in 
l-4 
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changing au the records in the databas ~ so :l 
charge of maintaining the family s information sy te fl\ 
Module 2: Tracking Usage 
The system is designed to track all the usage of every information in the particular 
family. User will be able to view possible information of a particular person's in the 
family. The user also can obtain information on types of property stored in the family. 
Thus, parents can make decision whether to make use of the property for their usag_e. 
Module 4: Maintenance 
The system will give appropriate message regarding when wiJI be tho best: tim • to do 
maintenance of needed assets. A pop up window will app ar when the us r run th· 
system. This is to ensure that there will be a proper maintenance system for all th ss ts 
in the house. 
Module 5: Assets 
The system will keep track of all the fixed assets in the school, where it will k p 
information on the types of as et available, their quantity, their quality and their end rs. 
This can also serve as a ystem to store all the information of an asset in thee ent of an 
insurance claim. 
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Module 6: Report Gcncrntion 
Farnilyl S will be dcsi med to ucnn ttl! 1cpo11 need · i t', · · rs. The report 
can he pnrucd ac-hoc or rt can lw set to p11111 the require 11Jf'i'tf1 , · peri idic basic. 
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1.6 SYSTEM REQUIREMENT 
1.6.1 Hardware Requlrem nt 
The hardware requirement for de eloping Famil IS are: 
- Component Descriptlon 
_, .., r -i , 
Microprocessor 1BM compatible machine with Pentium 
133MHz processor or higher 
RAM > 16MB RAM 
Storage 40 MB of hard disk 
Input Device Mouse and keyboard 
Video Monitor EGA, VGA or compatible display 
Table l.1 Hardware Requirement for developing FAMILYI 
l.6.2 Software Requirement 
The software requirements for developing FAMIL YI. arc: 
Windows 95 or later in standard 
Programming anguage dition 6 
DescrlptJon 
Operating y tern 
Databa e Micro oft Access 2000 
Table 1.2 Software Requirement for developing FAMILY) 
1-7 
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1.8 RESEARCH PLAN 
The research plan to gather information for de loping FAMIL ¥IS is as followed: 
)..;. Questionnaire 
)o>- Printed material such as previous thesis 
>-- Internet surfing 
)o>- Brainstorming 
1.9 SUMMARY 
Family Information System is a computer based information system that rnana , tho 
family's information. The sy tern is going to help the Family members to tro k th 
information of every aspect listed in the database. It also enables the u er to inv ·ntori . 
the family's property as well as the accounts and billings in a particular family . 
In the next chapter, the literature reviews are highlighted. It will show how other people 
develop application(s) that i imilar to thi one. 
1-9 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 
The Oxford International Dictionary of I nglish tln~ 11kq ff~s ~ group consisting 
of parents, children and close relative. In my case famil are restricted to those found 
in a typical family, especially family that consist of parents and children. Family 
typically include father, mother, sisters and brothers. Special apparatus and 
equipments such as projector, radio apd television are also regarded as family 
facilities. These facilities will help to give a better environment for family to keep 
better record of the family matters. Nowadays, there are more and more matters and 
details that is needed to be sort out by a family as our world is changing to be more 
and more demanding. Due to increasing complexity in maintaining a. famil mott irs, 
computerized family information system is indeed a must o that the famil details 
are not wasted and misuse. 
The Family Information System will acts as the central data .ource for cornprehensi e 
and detailed information about per onal details billing ystem equipment and a ers 
available to the family. Family administrative person will identify the famil 
components and a sets that are needed to be manage. lnformari n tra ked ab ut the. 
elements in conjunction with built-in analysi and reporting then become the ba i f r 
good, ound family decision . 
2-1 
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2.2 FAMILY INFORMATION SYSTEM 
INFORMATION SYSTEM 
A MANAGEMENT 
Family Information System is a Managem nt Inf nnnti~n ~) · e -that can evolve into 
a Decision Support System that can assist the family administrative person in 
decision-making. 
Family Information System is a computer-based system that generates timely and 
accurate information for the parents and children of a family. Family .Inforrnation 
System is a MlS where it will help the family administrative person to manage and 
control the usage of family matters. It will collect and pre ierved information on 
family in the past has been available only on paper. 
2-2 
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2.3 RESEARCH ON EXISTING PACKAG~S 
Family Origins ystem (www.familyorigins.co1u) 
This particular system is developed to mpureriae th~ g~ia0a1ggi~ru system in a 
family. The system includes the geographical location for each family memher so that 
the family members could know where each member is located, so that they can 
easily access information about each member to provide a better understanding to 
family members. The system provides the capabilities to access, records and manage 
the entire family memhers in the database. lt also includes the picture of-each family 
member. However the ystem wa developed for instaJJation in a PC n t for the 
network. 
This system has good way of managing genealogical in family, but it should b 
installed in WAN, so that it can he ace ss anywhere in the world, 11.'l mo. t fnmil 
member ha a wide compound. 
Web Address Book (www.webaddressbook.com) system is being developed t 
computerize the daily activities for family member .. Thi .. y. tern in lud th flt k: 
that a family member would have do, a calendar and addre s book for all th famil 
members to store their re pective friends addre . Thi y tern i et to pro ide a m re 
efficient way for storing and managing the daily activities of all the family members 
because it can be access through the internet at n.ny time gi en. hi .. y. t em . uiu th 
mobil lif style of today generation. In ord r to provide better ace ibility and 
u nilo ilit for th fumil m mber · to th •ir r peen data. thi tern ha at r fi r 
their n eds b providin the capabilities to access. record and manage their data in the 
dotoho. . 1 low 1· thi~ syst m do n111 provid • uny remind ·r t th- u: r in th 
of som "thin happenin lik , wh n the user hnI! forget about hi, r appointment at 
2·3 
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any given time, there is no reminder to let th' us' 
The reminder can be in the form f be ping 
· ~ ~ppointment. 
Family lnformat.ion System (Suzilaw11ti 1999/2000) 
The system was developed using Visual Basi with Microsoft Access as the database 
system. The system capable to give information for each family member in a typical 
family. This system also enable a family members to generate report based on their 
needs and preference. However this system does not have the family's asset 
information system. 
Faculty Information System (Azny 1996/1997) 
The system was developed using PowerBuilder 5.0. with Window 95 interfac . Th re 
are 3 functional modules, which was divided by its user. The module ure tudents, 
Staff and Asset. 
The Asset module is being analyst because it is more similar to Family Information 
System. In this particular module, it allows the user to do As et Dato ntry Nev hem 
Purchase Detail, Malfunction A set Info, Asset Viewing, View by Location, 
Complaint, and Report 
The graphical user interface relatively simple and easy to u e 
2 .. 4 
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2.4 TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 
2.4.1 Visual Basic 6.0 
Visual Basic is a simple ea y to learn language and ~mmrunm'ng environment, 
which can be used to build real application for window. It is widely used in business 
industry and IT industry for developing rapid prototypes of new applications. The 
features are show next [ 4]: 
Visual Basie's Technical Strength 
a) Event-Driven Programming 
An event is an action of some function, fore example moving the mouse, selecting 
a item in a list, or clicking a button are events. The ·e events drive what happens in 
Visual Basic program. This idea is quite different from traditional programming. 
in which we write lines of code that are executed sequentially. In 
programming, the code to run is determined by the type of event. 
nt-dri n 
b) Visual Basic Control 
Visual Basic is designed, in such a way that we can immediately de ign the 
windows that we wish. It ha the ability to create and u e elf- ntained 
components, or objects. 
ontrol are clements you can use when designing a user-interface ju t like the 
real life control. The e control an be u ed to di pla inf rmation r t tak 
action, 
Visual Basic .ontrol enable · us to add feature to our pr mm ' ith ut h ving us 
invol d in th d toils of simple drawin 1 a control that-r c pt input. 
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c) Data Access Objecta (DAO) and ActivcX Dat 
visual program internal represent. tion f ph • i~ dtl'.ta s, ;Q , in some type of 
database or data management engine. Think of Data Aeeess Objects as special 
types of variables. These variables, however, represent data stored outside the 
program rather than information stored in the computer's memory while the 
programs running. 
ActiveX Objects, or ADO, is most recent method of data access that Microsoft has 
introduced. ADO is intended to replace DAO, the original method of Visual Basic 
database access. 
2.4.2 PowerBuilder 
PowerBuilder is a graphic PC-based client/server application dev loprnent 
environment. Using PB one can develop front-end applications whl h acces RDBM 
(Relational Database Management Systems) without coding in a 3 L( rd en ration 
Language) such as C or C++. PowerBuilder uses it's own Powerscript that i a ba i - 
like language, that uses screens called painters to graphically put together 
applications. Powerscript is a 40L (4th · eneration Language (I). 
PowerBuilder's Technical Strengths 
a) DataWindow 
The primary strength of PowerBuilder is it proprietary device called 
atnWind w. omo peopl have coiled it u product within a pr duct th r ar 
till di ov rin n w use· for it. It i the primary mean by which a Power uilder 
oppliooti n tolk. to th database. It has built-In feature to f rmat data f r di pla , 
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allow different edit-styles, validate dam enter ~j 
based on the changes made by n user and al 
scores of other such invaluable fearur s. 
b) Object-Oriented (00) 
PowerBuilder is an object-oriented language. Though it is not a pllre object- 
oriented language, it supports inheritance in most of the areas, permits 
encapsulation and enables polymorphism. Because of these reasons, it is possible 
to architect your applications in such a way as to reuse code within and across 
applications. If you make use of 00 features, it also makes it simpler to maintain 
that application. 
c) Native Drivers 
Though ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) is good for accessing multiple 
databases through a common gateway, it cover only the common minimum 
features of these databases. PB provides native drivers for all the major RDBM s, 
such as Oracle, Sybase, Informix, DB2, MS SQ erver ... erc., o that ou an 
take advantage of the power of these. 
d) Cross Platform 
You can write code once and run that application on all the flavors of Windows, 
namely Window . I, Window for W rk roup ·, Win9 and Wind ,, T. u 
can al o use the same code to run the application on Mac and un lari nix. 
) W b-enabl d 
2-7 
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With PowerBuiJder 5.0 and the Internet odd -x 
which can access data in an RDBMS throu 1b 
corporate intranet or on the Internet. 
application, 
it is on the W;lW;;;;iQ>o= 
Minimum configuration programming with PB 
The minimum configuration recommended for PB is: 486 with 8 MB of RAM. The 
windows permanent swap file should be set to 12 MB. And don't have any other 
application running on the background [ 1]. 
2.4.3 OOBC 
ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) provides a way for client programs (eg Visual 
Basic, Excel, Access, Q+E etc) to access a wide range of databa c or data sour • .. 
ODBC is a standardized API, developed according to the • pccificaticns of the L 
Access Group, which allows one to connect to QL databases. It define. a set of 
function calls, error codes and data types that can be used to develop database 
independent applications. l ] 
ODBC is usually used when database independence or irnultaneous access to 
different data sources is required. 
2.4.4 Microsoft Acceu 2000 
Miorosott Ace ss 000 i ' included in Microsofl ffice 2000 pack. ing Mier soft 
Ace . on can mtUlO nll th information from a in le datab file. ithin the 
fil -, dtuo L dlvid d into s parate storage container called table . User can vi , add 
2-8 
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and update table data by using onlino forms in A 
just the data needed by using querie .. They also an illl 'I~ st 
layout by using reports, a function in A e _. [ 4] 
Microsoft Access 2000 is the Microsoft Office Database Management System 
available when one chooses to install the typical Microsoft Office 
Access 2000 System Requirements 
Here are the requirements to run Microsoft Access 2000: 
• PC with a Pentium 75 megahertz (MHz) or higher processor 
• Microsoft Windows® 95 or later operating system, or Microsoft Windov s 
NT® Workstation operating system version 4.0 Service Pack 3 or Inter 
• For Window 95 or Windows 98: - 16egabyte MB) of RAM f r th 
operating system, plus an additional 8 MB of RAM for Acee , . 
• 161 MB of available hard-di sk space (Number indicate typi al in t llati n; 
your hard-disk usage will vary depending on configuration. hoices made 
during cu tom installation may require more or Jes hard-di k pace. 
• CD-R M drive 
• VGA or higher-resolution monitor· uper V A recommended 
• Micro oft Mou c, Micro on Jntellilvtou · , or ompatibl • pointing d 
Additional it ms or s ervlces required to u ~ ertain fcatu 
• 9 00 baud mod m; .14.400 or hi her-baud modern r rnmend d 
2-9 
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• Multimedia computer required to a c 'SS St)\U ·~ : · 
• Microsoft Outlook 2000 or Microsoft: 
run Office E-mail 
• 8 MB of additional memory required to run Office E-mail 
• Some Internet functionality may require Internet access and payment of a 
separate fee to a service provider 
2-J 0 
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2.5 DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGIES 
The system development methodology i, importi n he ev~lopment of 
software as it forms a common under. randing of a_th·'d~ ~ ~@h@Sr resources and 
constrains involved in a software development When a methodology is identified, it 
can help us to find the inconsistencies, redundancies and omission in the process. 
There arc many types of methodology available such as Waterfa11 Model, 
Prototyping, Transformation Model, Spiral Model and others. For my literature 
review, r have studied through the below methodology: 
(l) Waterfall Model 
One of the first models to be proposed is the waterfall model where stages are 
depicted a ca cading form one another. ne development stage will be comp! red 
before the next begins. Thus, when all the requirements are elicited from the us r, 
analyzed for completeness and consi tency, and documented in a requir rm em 
document, then the development team can go to the system design activitie . The 
Waterfall model presents a very high level view of what goe on during 
development, and it suggests to developers the sequence of events they hould 
expect to encounter. 
The waterfall model can be very u eful in helping developers lay out what the 
need to do. It impli ity makes it easy to e plain to user who are not familiar 
with software d v lopment. 
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During design, problems with requirem --nt. 
problems are found and so on. The p 
involves a sequence of iteration of th d · lopm~11t · 
Unfortunately, a model, which includes frequent iteration, makes it difficult to 
identify management checkpoint for planning and reporting. Therefore, after a 
small number of iteration, it is normal to freeze parts of the development, such as 
the specification, and to continue with the later development stages. Problems are 
left for later resolution, ignored or are programmed around. This premature 
freezing of requirements may mean that the system won't do what the users wants. 
Jt may lead to badly structured systems as designed problems are circumvented by 
implementation tricks. 
The problem with waterfall model is its inflexible partitioning of project into 
these distinct stages. Delivered system is sometimes unu able, a they d not me t 
the uses real requirements. Nevertheless, the waterfall model reflects engineering 
practice. Con equently, it is likely that software proces model based on thi 
methodology will remain the norm for large hardware-software development [I J 
(2) Prototyping Model 
A prototype is u partially developed product that. enables u ers and de elope 
to examine ome n poet f propo ·ed 'Y1 tern and decide if it i uitabl r 
uppropriate for th tlni hed product. In other words, prototyping means 
buildin a small v rsion of ti sysl"m, u. ually with limiie uncrionali that 
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can be used to help user or customer id ~ntif 
and demonstrate feasibility of a design or oppmao:b. 
Prototyping is often used to design a good user J:nterface'. the part of the 
system with which the user interacts. Since the prototyping models allows all 
or part of a system to be constructed quickly to understand or clarify issues, it 
has the same objective as engineering prototype, where requirements or design 
require repeated investigation to ensure that the developer, user, and the 
customer have a common understanding both of what is needed and what is 
proposed. One or more of the loops for prototyping requirements, design or 
the system may be eliminated, depending on the goals of the prototyping. 
However, the overall goal remains the same, reducing risk and uncertainn in 
development [ 15). 
Application prototyping, the process of developing and using the prototype, 
has five characteristics: 
i) The prototype is a live, working application. 
ii) The purpose of prototyping i to test out as umpuon mad b 
analysts and users about. required system features. 
iii) Prototypes are created quickly. 
iv) Prototypes evolved through an iterative process. 
v) Prototypes are relatively in expensive to build. 
Application prototyping has two primary use . On the one hand, it is an 
ff cti • d vi ·o for lurifyin u er requirements. Written pe ifi tion are 
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typically created as a vehicle for d 'S ~rH I' \g n. 
requirements that must be met. Developin ~ 
be very effective way of identit 1inA an 
application must meet. 
A second use of application prototyping is to verify the feasibility of a system 
design. Analyst can experiment with different application characteristics, 
evaluating user reaction and response. For instance, on method of interaction, 
whether through menus, special keys, or entry of keywords may be better than 
others for particular type of application than others. Processing procedures 
may change, leading to a more effective design. Creating a prototype and 
evaluating its designs through use will prove design feasibility or sug 'C t the 
need to find other alternative (15). 
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2.6 SUMMARY 
There are not many available software and applie!l''·ap ~a.I'/,..,,,,,,,.'"''"" 
provides the function to track family record. a. well ti§ as et fllM!!~runent. Only few 
of the systems developed for the use in family. It can be said that none of the system 
review here are for the use in family in Malaysia. 
The following chapter is where the analysis of the system needs is being done. 
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CHAPTER 3 SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of the system analysis phase is to learn e~et1¥ ; at mke~ place in the 
current system, and to determine and fully document in detail what should take place. 
The result of this process will be used to recommend improvement to the system. [11] 
Through system analysis, the programmer may add, delete and modify system 
components toward the goal of improving the overall system. The information gathered 
during this phase has provided alternative strategies to develop this system. Through this 
phase also, the programmer can determine types of functional requirements and non- 
functional requirements for the system. 
3.1. l Objectives Of System Analysis 
Following are some of the objectives of the analysis 
i) To study the problem faced by the user 
ii) To study the problem and find out the best solution to reduced it. 
iii) To study how the new system will improve the current facilities management. in a 
school. 
iv) To acquire knowledge on how this system will be developed with the new emerging 
technology 
v) Tools to develop the new system will be chosen among different types of new tools 
that have been studied and tated in chapter 2. 
vi) To identity the major modules to be included in the y rtern 
vii) To identify what ar the modules that are feasible to develop and the knowledge 
and tools need to have in order Lo develop them. 
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3.2 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT METHOOOL.OB.¥ 
Before it is chosen, a methodology hould refle t the g~,al~ of th~ development. Thus, 
after thorough studies of methodologi im o1 ed in Chapter 2, the proposed 
methodology chosen for this FamilyIS is Waterfall Model. Figure 3.1 shows the stages 
included in the model. 
Requirement Analysis 
and Deftnltlon 
Sysmm and Softw- 
0.slgn 
Coding 
Figure 3.1 The Waterfall Model Un
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The 5 stages of the Waterfall Model ar dis u s d 
i) Requirement Analysis and Definition 
The concept, purpose and functionality of FamilyIS are identified and defined. 
During this stage, we have to study the existing system that is available in the market, 
and do planning for the new system. After finish this stage, it comes to system design. 
ii) System and Software Design 
Under this stage, we will begin the software design stage, where it wilt establish an 
overa11 system architecture. 
iii) Coditrg 
Coding involves representing the software system functions in a fonn that may be 
transformed into one or more executable programs. 
Iv) lntegrtulon and system testing 
The individual program unit or programs modules are integrated and te ted a a 
complete system to ensure that the software requirements have been met. 
v) Operatio11 a11d maintenance 
After te tin'• the iystem can be installed to it site to be fully utilized. 
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3.3 FACT FINDING TECHNIQUES 
Facts finding is needed in order to haven. better und rnt;&nain" ... !He. v§tem's needs and 
requirements. There are many sources that provide informati~n in my research. The 
information gathering techniques involved are: 
3.3.l Questionnaire 
Questionnaires provide an alternative to interviews for finding out information about a 
system. Questionnaire are chosen to be the main information gathering technique for this 
system because questionnaire can be widely distributed to many differentfamilies, in a 
wider area. lt is a quick way to gather massive amounts of data about how the user ma 
typical family's in Malaysia in managing their information in the family (l 2]. The 
questionnaire involved can be found in Appendix A. 
3.3.2 Study On Previous Projects 
Researches are done by studying through some of the similar sy tem done b other 
seniors in the faculty. Through this method, the programmer can collect data on how 
previous system were developed, what were the functional and non-fun tional 
requirements, and other related data. 
3.3.3 Internet Research 
Internet i used a the main resource for referring any ambiguities that arise durin r th 
sntir developrn "nt period, Through th Intern t, the prograrnrn r not nly 
idea from the similar s stem, but they can also find out some interesting web de ign and 
-4 
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feedback from the other remote users. Table 3.1 lists the :}sc~~' 
J have used to gather information. for this system: 
Family Management System wv,,·'v. in foseek. com 
KEYWORDS USED SEAK R ENGINE __ ., _ 
Account Management System \VWW. al tavi sta. com 
Property Management System \V\V\V. vahoo.~on:l 
Billing System www.britannica.com 
Insurance System www.ask.com 
Sistem Pengurusan Kemudahan Keluarga www.mol.com.my 
Smart Family www.catch.com. my 
---------------"----------·~-- Table 3.1 Keywords and Search Englnes 
3.4 REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION 
After completing the above fact-finding technique, the requirement is separated into three 
categories: 
i) Requirements that absolutely must be met 
a. Only the authenticate user is allow to use the system. Password and login ID 
need to be entered to gain access to the system. 
b. The system should provide the functionality for the parents to add in nev 
items or new information in the family together with its detail as well. 
c. The system should let the parent to print out the report ac-hocly, 
d. The ystern hould let the Parents view the information according to different 
crit riu. 
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a. Tool Tips should have for every control inside 'th~ ~y:s,tem, 
b. Help files should be provided in every window. 
c. Error messages with some guidelines should be provided to the users when 
illegal operations happen. 
iii) Requirements that are possible bot could be eliminated 
a. The style of the words for the report can be changed according to the 
users. 
b. The user can change the graphical design easily. 
3.5 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Following are some of the functional requirement of the system. 
i) Log In 
a. Before users can access into the system, the user need to provide login TD 
and password for verification 
b. The main screen will be difference based on the user right for the users. 
ii) Password Setting 
This button let the users to change their password. 
iii) Error Me8suge 
Display error rnessngo to guide users along the operation of the system. 
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jV) Data Manipulation 
Allow user to manipulate the data entered earlier. For ~~i!mpl~ to delete or update 
records. 
v) View Summary and Report 
This button lets the administrator to print out the daily and monthly report. The 
administrator can view other record based on different criteria as request. 
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3.6 NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Following are some of the non-functional requirement (}ft~e ~~ste 
i) Reliability 
Reliability is the extents to which a system can be expected to perform its 
intended function with required precision and accuracy. Thus, the system should 
be reliable in performing its daily functions and operations. For example, 
whenever a button is clicked, the system should be able to perform some 
functionality or generate some message to inform the user what is happening. 
H) Scalability 
The scalability is to promise the capability of the system to migrate as a client or 
server to machines of greater or lesser power, depending upon requirement , with 
little or no change to underlying components. Database scalability issue can be 
resolved using distributed database architecture whereas web application scaling 
can be addressed by increasing bandwidth or by additional web servers. 
iii) Consistency 
Refers to any similar screen design or interface requires or process a similar 
action. 
iv) Usability 
The system should be developed in such as way that it is easy to use. It w111 
enhance and upport rather than limit or restrict the office proces e . 
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v) Security 
The system should be equipped. with suffici nt , 
should be authenticated and validated by the system, Tlu~ syst~m should not show 
any potential of leakage of information. The password should be encrypted. 
vi) Data and Services Backup 
The system should be able to restore to its normal operation from any potential 
disaster. There should be a second backup for data and services to ensure the 
continuous of operation. 
~ 
rii) On- Time 
The system should be developed within the given time frame. In this period of 
time, all the requirement and also testing should be completed. 
~ 
iii) Flexibility 
The system should have the capability to take advantage of new technologies and 
resources. The system should be able to implemented in the changing 
environment. Un
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3. 7 DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS 
An analysis was carried out on the development tools 1~ fnd 
for the system. These tools include the entire platform, sefti@~ d@velopment software 
and programming language. Besides considering the suitability of the tools to the 
requirement, the tools used must be able o support each other. The following are the 
tools used in the system: 
3.7.1 Visual Basic 6.0 
Visual Basic 6.0 (V86) is chosen as the development tool in this project because of the 
following reason: 
a) VB6 is one of the most popular programming tools in windows environment due 
to its RAD (Rapid Application Development) capabity that associated with it". 
b) VB6 is embedded with search engine (JET engine l .0) that comes from the family 
that is similar to the internal search engine (JET engine 2.0) of DBMS used. 
Example, Microsoft Access. Both JET engines share the same database format 
and hence, an intermediate conversion program such as ODBC is not required. 
c) Furthermore, VB6 uses an event driven approach to program the system and is not 
a procedural language. An application developed with an event-driven model 
response to event that happens in the computer environments. Such events include 
the pressing of mouse button or call function from another application that 
running concurrently. 
d) Lastly most important here is mostly schools in Malaysia use Microsoft products 
that support VB6. 
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3.7.2 ODBC 
Abbreviation of Open Database onnectivity, a stnndn - ~ l 1 asc ag~ss method 
developed by Microsoft Corporation. The goal of ODB fa te mi!k~ 1-t possible to access 
any data from any application, regardless of which database management system 
(DBMS) is handling the data. ODBC manages this by inserting a middle layer, called a· 
database driver, between an application and the DBMS. The purpose of this layer is to 
translate the application's data queries into commands that the DBMS understands. For 
this to work, both the application and the DBMS must be ODBC~ompliant - that is, the 
application must be capable of issuing ODBC commands and the DBMS must be capable 
of responding to them. Since version 2.0, the standard supports SAG SQL. 
3.7.3 Relational Database 
Relational database is chosen because: 
a) The data structure used by FamilyIS is relatively simple and thus, easy to be 
mapped into tables. 
b) Since it is conceptually independent, no pointer or links are risible to the 
programmer, this ease the coding task. 
c) The query language (SQL) is relatively simple and sufficient to implement 
FamilyJS system. 
d) Queries may be expressed without the use of iteration or recursion. A block of 
data is directly return to DBMS. 
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Figure 3.2 shows the structure of a relational datnbo~~ 
Database 
Field 1 Table 1 
1 2 3 4 
Record 
Figure 3.2 The Structure of Relational Database 
3. 7.4 Microsoft Access 2000 
from the development technologies reviewed in Chapter 2, Microsoft Access 2000 is 
chosen as the database to store FamilylS data. Features in Access 2000 is. rated below: 
a) Tables are the basic building blocks of databases, thy are where the actual data 
resides. 
b) Forms create framework for representing of entering data in one or mire tables. In 
Access, forms also have special abilities for manipulating and verifying data not 
available at the table level. 
c) Queries search and retrieve data from one or more tables based on entered criteria. 
d) Reports are a way to output data from tables or queries. Reports can summarize 
data. 
e) Macro are a simple way to coordinate operations in Access. 
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3. 7.'5 Others Concept Used 
Structure Query Language (SQL) 
SQL was the basic database query language that is used for th~ s~t@m. It is simple to use 
~ 1St§m Analysis 
and most importantly, it i.s well supported by the SQL server and other Microsoft 
Technologies. The simple command like select, update, insert and delete can be used to· 
select, updated and deleted data from the database. 
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3.8 RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT 
The Family's Information System will be a stand-alone S1,dem h ! .. eeaed ID~ following 
runtime environment 
3.8.1 Hardware Requirement 
The hardware requirements for installing Family IS are summarized in Table 3.2. : 
Component Description 
Microprocessor IBM compatible machine with Pentium 
133MHz processor or higher 
RAM > 16MB RAM 
Storage 40 MB of hard disk 
Input Device Mouse and keyboard 
Video Monitor EGA, VGA or compatible display 
Table 3.2 
3.8.2 Software Requirement 
The software requirements for installing FamilyIS are summarized in Table 3.3: 
Hardware Requirements 
Component Description 
Operating System Windows 95 or later in standard 
Programming Language Visual Basic Enterprise Edition 6 
Database Microsoft Access 2000 
Table 3.3 Software Requirements 
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3.9 SUMMARY 
This chapter includes all the analysis done to gather intbrm1 ./a 
non-functional requirements for Family Information System. In th~ f~ll(}wing chapter, the 
database structure as well as the interface design of the system will be highlighted. 
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CHAPTER 4 SYSTEM DESIGN 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Design is the creative process or transforming the problem into a solution; the description 
of a solution is also called design. The goal of system design is to translate the 
requirements defined during the system analysis phase into a model or representation of 
an entity that will be built later. During this phase, quality is fostered. 
The design of FamilyIS is mainly based on the 'top down' approach. Firstly, the database 
is designed, followed by the program design and finally the user interface design. Figure 
4.1 shows the FamilyIS's context diagram. A context diagram is a top-level diagram that 
contains a single process where input sources and the output destination arc 
acknowledged. This diagram is really a bird's eye view of data movement in the system 
and the broadest possible conceptualisation of the system. [13]. 
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4.2 SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY DESIGN 
Diagram 0 
More detail than the context diagram permits is achievable by "exploding the diagrams". 
Input and outputs specify in the context diagram remain constants in this diagram. It may 
include more than 9 processes. The effect of drawing this diagram is that of taking a 
magnifying glass to view the original data flow diagram. Figure 4.2 shows the Level 0 of 
DFD for FamilylS. 
[
-- ~ Authorization System , ___, 
Ad~inistrator 
Report 
--------- 
Information 
In lfil:Y.. _ Son's or 
Daughter's 
Inf ormatlon 
Info 
____ ~mily Jn~ormation 
~ .• ., System -------- 
Figure 4.1 FamilyJS Context Diagram 
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I Parents/ Administrator !.-----. 
User lD l' R.;;r }'"" 
Password Pns~WQfd 
1, 1. 
4 01 Family IS - Database ~
Report a. 
Generation Family 
lnfo 
Family 1 Ir 
Inquiry 2 . 
Son's or - 
Daugther's ..... Tracking Usage ~ Assets 
Family Info 
Info 
Assets 
Data 
Entry 3 
Parents .... .... 
..... Assets 
"" 
Operational 
Feedback 
Method of 
Access 
Figure 4.2 Level 0 Data Flow Diagram 
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System Functionality 
Based on the Level. 0 DFD above, the system annlys t 
design for the proposed system. 
Here, the system functionality design wi 11 give a more detail and precise description of 
the system functions and constrains. It is intend to communicate what is required to 
system development and serve as the basic contract for the system development. 
Natural language supplemented by diagrams and tables is the normal way of writing 
system functionality designs. This is universally understandable but there are problems 
with this method. Natural language relies on the specification readers and writers by 
using the same word and concept. A natural language specification is sometimes over- 
tlexible and subject to different interpretation. 
So, another method to describe the system functionality is by using form-based approach. 
This approach defines the function or entity of the system. It gives description of input. 
and where they come from. It also gives the description of outputs and where they go. 
The tables in the following page show some of the form-based node specifications for 
Family IS. 
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~- ------------ ,-..--------- - Function Method Of Access 
>-- 
__ ... _______ - 
Description Only valid user will ,~ !YJij~~ ~Q a ~s~ 
Family IS. 
i---- -- 
Input UserlD and Password 
Source TblAccess Table 
...... 
Output Verification to access the modules m the 
system. 
Destination None 
Requirement User has been register as a valid user. 
Pre-requisite Splash Screen 
Post-requisite Other screens. 
- 
Table 4.1 Module Functionality for Method Of Access 
Function Tracking Usage - By Name 
. 
Description To track information of families in the family. 
Input Usage_name or Item name respectively. 
Source User Table, Item Table 
Output User_ Code, User_ Name, 
Item_ Code, Item _Name 
Destination A screen to show the respective result. 
Requirement Data in the respective tables. 
Pre-requisite Tracking Usage Button 
Post-requisite Records already in the respective tables. 
...__, 
Table 4.2 Module Functionality for Tracking Usage-By Name 
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Function Tracking Usage - By l~11 
Description To track usage of item in tl © :fimut~; 
Input ltem Narne respe rively, 
Source Item Table Property Table 
Output Item_ Code, Item_Name, Property_ Code, 
Property Name, Property_ Type 
Destination A screen to show the respective result. 
Requirement Data in the respective tables. 
Pre-requisite Tracking Usage Button 
Post-requisite Records already in the respective tables. 
Table 4.3 Module Functionality for Tracking Usage-By Item 
Function Assets 
Description To keep inventory record on assets and 
equipments in the house 
Input Respective details. 
Source Respective details. 
Output An operation message. 
Destination Assets Table, Equipment Table 
Requirement The need to add new record. 
Pre-requisite None. 
Post-requisite None. 
Table 4.4 Module Functionality for Assets 
4.3 DAT ABASE DESIGN 
A database is an integrated collection of logically related data stored in different types of 
records, and in o way tho.t mnkos them accessible for multiple application . 
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Database design involves identifying the user data r~quj:!''~ 1m~Hl 
these data should be structured from these requirements H :t ~"'"'"'"""""~'".,,.. 
information and the processing requirements of an appliea-tion int~ representations that 
define the functional specifications [14]. The database model used for this system is the 
relational model. 
In the following section, the normalisation process in designing the database will be 
highlighted. 
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4.3. l Normalisation 
Normalisation is the technique used either to e q ,e 
relational database or create a. stable well-formatted data~~ ft~m scratch. Data 
normalisation provides rules on how to break tables or field into several tables 
that has references to each other. Data normalisation seeks to minimize 
duplication of data within the database by logically dividing a large table into 
several sma1ler tables. This process of normalisation makes information is more 
differentiated and usable. The main purposes of normalisation are to reduce data 
redundancy and to eliminate data inconsistency. A properly normalised database 
will not only save storage but also minimize the need to modify data relations if 
the system is later expended or upgraded. 
The steps below describe the basic normalisation process. 
Step 1: First Normal Form (INF) 
This step involves removing the entire repeating group and identifying the 
primary key(s). 
Step 2: Second Normal Form (2NF) 
The second step involves removing all partial functional dependencies by splitting 
the original relation into more relations. The relation is said to be in 2NF is the 
relation that is in .I NF and every non-key attribute is fully functional dependent 
on the pri mary key. 
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Step 3: Third Normal Form (3NI•) 
The third involves removing any transitiv 
are dependent on another non-key attributes. The mlatitl:n ts said to be in 3NF if 
the relation is in 2NF and there is no transitive dependency. 
4.3.2 Data Dictionary 
As most of us know, the volume of data in most of applications is substantial 
(more than a sing]e analysts can easily keep track of). When teams of analysts 
work on a system, the task of coordinating data definition becomes more 
complex. Therefore, a data dictionary has to be developed in order to let system 
analysts and programmers to keep track of data definition used in the system, 
Individuals depend on the definitions other established and the assumption they 
made about data specification. A data dictionary is a repository of elements in a 
system. As the name suggest, these elements centre on data and the way they are 
structured to meet user requirements and organisational needs. In a data 
dictionary, a list of all the elements composing the data following a system can be 
found. The major elements are data flows, data stores and process. The data 
dictionary stores details and description of these elements [ 10). 
There are 5 reasons why data dictionary are important. 
1) To manage the detail in a large system. 
ii) To communicate a common meaning for all system elements. 
iii) To document the features of the system. 
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iv) To facilitate analysis of the details in ont , e~ -11 il!@ @·-meteristic and 
determine where system changes should tr umae; 
v) To locate errors and omission in the system. 
The following are the specification of each table in F AMIL YIS database. 
Table Name . Family . 
Description . Contains information on the family in house. . 
Column Name Data Type Description ,. ' 
*Family_ Code Text Family code. 
Family_ Name Text Actual name of the Family. 
Family _Desc Text Special description of the Family. 
Schedule Flag Yes/No To see whether the Family already been 
schedule for any activities 
Table 4.5 Family Table 
Note:* Primary Key 
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.--- 
Table Name . Assets . 
.. 
Description . Contains information on as;'~t l·· ~~UY ll§§S!§ in the house. . 
c~mWN~~~l)ai,1Type ·, DC$Cription ~ -· , r11 I (1' · : 11 ,·.11 ' 1, 
.111-'1!•1'1 ' • I II k·1 I 
.. 
*Asset __ Code Text Asset code 
...._ 
Asset Name Text Actual name of he asset 
Asset __ Capacity Number Capacity of the asset. 
Location Code Text Location where the asset are located. 
Asset Desc Text Special description of the asset. 
Usage_ Code Text Usage code. 
Table 4.6 Asset Table 
Note: * Primary Key 
-- Table Name . Vendor . 
Description . Contains information on the vendors who sell assets to th~- . 
family. 
Column .~ame , »•~ifype ' :QescriJJf;ion 
' .. ' 
*Ven Code Text Vendor's code 
- Ven Name Text Vendor's name 
Con First Name Text Vendor's first name. - 
Con Last Name Text Vendor's last name. -- - - Con Title Text Position of the contact person, for example 
Manager, Sales Person, etc. 
- 
Ven Addrl Text Vendor's address 1 
Ven Addr2 Text Vendor's address 2 
Ven Addr) Text Vendor's address 3 
Ven Postcode Number Postcode - Ven_Tdno Number Telephone number. -- Ven Faxno Number Fa'X number. - - Ven mall Text E-mai I address. . 
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Table Name . AssetType . 
Description . Contains information on types of asset in house. . 
Colum rti N' me Oata Type Description 
, I·, 
*Type_Code Text Type code that will be use to generate asset 
no. 
Type Name Text Asset type name. 
Table 4.8 Asset_ Type Table 
Note: * Primary Key 
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Table Name Usage 
Contains information Description assets m a 
Family 
'e~~u~1~fiN~ffle1:11 ' ,jl)~ti' Type Desc(iption 
1----..J..w__.i_,11'~-~·l_•.· _ __._,:_~1~1 ~--~~-'-+- 
"Usage , Code Text Usage code. C, S 
~---·~~~-~r--~~~~-r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_, 
Name of the usage, C·Common, S-Special Usage_Name Text 
Table 4.9 Usage Table 
~· 
Table Name . Report . 
Description . Contains information on assets and tracking information. . 
· Cohnq~ Name ....,,,.,..--. Da~ Type Description 
' - Report_ID Auto An ID to uniquely identify the report done. 
Numbew 
Report _ Date Date/Time Date the asset was purchased 
UserJD Text To keep track of who report the asset 
Report , Desc Text Description of the particular asset 
Location _Name Text Place of the asset. 
Fixed Yes/No To see whether this record has been fixed 
or not. 
System_time Date/Time To keep the current time the report being 
made. 
Report_ Code Text Code of the asset. . 
Table 4.J 0 Report Table 
~ote: * Primary Key 
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Table Name : cpr 
Description . Change Password Record . 
Ni1 ~I Data Type Descrlptien - ·-· .. ~ . Colum~11 1,1ame . 
I 11 'ii 
* cpruid Text U er identity ke_ 
cprupw Text User password 
Table 4.11 cpr Table 
Note: * Primary Key 
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---- Table Name : Upf 
-----·--· 
Description . User Personal File - tOt'eU~~.§~~1§ . 
Colt1,nia:i;1 1Ja~e ' '.1' I I i--r- Descrrptton ~ -· J)ata Type 
'I I 
'I 
* upfuid Text User identity key 
Upffnm Text User full name 
,_. 
Upfuic Text User identity card number 
Sexcod Text User gender 
Upfhpn Text User phone number 
Upfadd Text User address 
Utfutn Text User type name 
Upftdd Date/Time The year of birth for the user 
Upfdel Yes/No Deleted flag 
Poscod Text User post in family 
- - Table 4.12 upf Table 
Table Name . Utf . 
Deseripticn . User Type Facility Table - store the user type of facility. . 
Column: Name Data Type Description 
*utfutc Text User type code, A T, S 
Utfutn Text User type name P- Parents/Administrator, 
Son's or daughter 
Table 4.13 utf Table 
Noter> Primary Key 
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4.4 GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE OE IGN 
A user interface is the part of an application that the user sees and : t~m@w with. It relates 
to, but not as same as, the underlying structure, architecture, and code that makes the 
software works [2]. The interface includes screens, windows, control, menu, online help, 
and others. Anything that user sees and interacts with is part of interface. 
So, the goal of interface design is to help users get information they need in and out of 
the system by addressing the following objectives: 
i) Effectiveness as achieve through design interfaces that allow users to access the 
system in a way that is congruent with their individual needs. 
ii) Etliciency as demonstrated through interfaces that increase speed of data entry and 
reduce errors. 
iii) User consideration as demonstrated in designing suitable interfaces and providing 
appropriate feedback to users from the system. 
Frustration and anxiety are part of daily life for many users of computerized 
information system. Users struggle to learn command language or menu selection 
systems that are supposed to help them do their job. Some people encounter such 
serious cases of computer shock, terminal error, or network neurosis that they avoid 
using computerised systems. After suffering from these frustrations, they are some 
users who finally decided to go back to their manual method. 
The above statements show that user interface which is the doorway into an 
interactive software application, demand an understanding of human factors and 
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interface technology. Therefore, the system be iv· 
consideration the skill level and behaviour ofus rs. 
There are two categories of the user interface design guidelines that can be followed. 
They are general interaction and information display. 
4.4.l General Interaction 
i) Be consistent 
Used a consistent format for menu selection, command input, data 
display and the myriad other functions that occur in an user interface. 
ii) Offer meaningful feedback 
Provide the user with visual feedback to ensure that two-wa 1 
communication (between the user and interface) is established. For 
instance, the mouse pointer will chance its shape to an hourglass shape 
to visually inform the user that the system is now busy in process. 
iii) Ask for verification of any nun-trivial destructive action 
Always prompt user for actions such as deletion of a record before the 
action is carried out. Before an item or user is deleted from the 
database, a message box will appear in front of the user for 
confirmation. 
iv) Forgive mistake 
The system should protect itself from. user's errors that might cause it 
to foil. 
4-17 
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4.4.2 Information Display 
i) Display only information that is r~I ~an. " t 
The user should not have to \. ade through ~."lrim@Ou~ data, menu and 
graphics to obtain information to a specific system function. For 
example, only needed user information is displayed in the user list 
screen. 
ii) Use consistent labels, standard abbreviation and predictable 
colours 
The meaning of a display should be obvious without reference to some 
outside source of information. In F AMIL YTS, a standard and 
consistent command button for closing a screen is used. This 
command button has the same caption and icon on it in every creen 
that it appears. 
iii) Inactivated commands that are inappropriate in the context of 
current 
This is to prevent the user from attempting some action that could 
result in error. 1f the user does not have access rights to some 
commands or buttons, the system will hide it from their view. 
4.4.3 Menu Design 
A menu interface provides the user with an on-screen list of available selection. In 
responding to the menu, user is limited to the options displayed. The u er need not 
know the system but does need to know what task should be accomplished 
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The following figure (Figure 4.2) and table (Tlll'b'I~ 
the menu bar in FAMlLYIS. 
ys:tern Design 
Figure 4.3 Main menu interface 
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-·--...--~ .' ncs~ripdou Butt6n ·. 1 • • 11, 
1- -----.:......J-~.'....,_~--· 
Search To track usage of families @itll~f 'b~ assets or 
by phone. 
Report To generate report for house administrator. 
Assets To keep assets records. 
Administration To add m new user by the system 
administrator. 
Family Biodata To keep record of the personal details of 
family members 
Billing To keep billings record. 
Phone Book To show information about the phone 
numbers. 
Exit To exit the system. 
Table 4.14 Button Description 
4.4.4 Login Screen Design 
Login screen is where the user need to key in their user name and their password 
so that they can gain accesses to the system as well the database . 
.. , ·..., .  2U , r • 
. ..... 1 _oK__.f eance1 I. 
Figure 4.4 Login screen 
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4.4.5 Miscellaneous Screen ))esigns 
Below are others screen designs for the FAMILYl genemt~d based on 
"" 
the guidelines and description above. 
Figure 4.5 Family Biodata 
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4.5 SUMMARY 
Functional specifications of the main modules or function tbr ~ · · · YI~ are being 
defined here in this chapter. It also includes the design of database. Also included in this 
chapter is the graphical user interface of the main functions. And this ends the proposal 
for F AMTL YIS. According to the proposed development methodology in Chapter 2, later 
this year, the coding stages will be begin and all the processes or stages that followed 
afterwards will be documented in another report. 
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CHAPTER 5 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
System implementation is the physical realization of the aata·9as0 ruld application 
design. On completion of the design stages (which may or not may not have involved 
prototyping), here comes the stage where the database and the application have to be 
implemented. The transaction process continues when a compiler accepts source code 
as input and produces machine-dependent object-code as output. Compiler output is 
further translated into machine code - the actual instruction that drives micro-coded 
logic in the central processing unit (CPU). 
Coding and debugging are the major works involved in the implementation phrase. 
So, coding mythology, documentation and testing will later be covered in this chapter 
or in later chapters. 
5.2 CODING 
Program written must be able to implement the design. This task can be daunting, for 
several reason. First, the designers may not have addressed al I of the idiosyncrasies of 
the platform and programming environment; structure and relationship that are easy to 
describe with charts and tables are not always straightforward to write as code. 
Second, a programmer must write out code in a way that is understandable. Third, the 
programmer must take advantage of the characteristic of the design's organization the 
data structure, and the programming language's constructs while still creating code 
that is easily reusable. 
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The coding methodology used in the developm nt (l, ti : 1 e ta· -down and .... 
bottom-up approach. By combining both approaches n· 
testing could be done on those completed modules wh:il~ . · §ttll being coded. 
Example of the coding can be found in Appendix B. Comments are added in the code 
to provide a better understanding to the code. 
5.2.1 Top-down approach 
This approach allows the higher-level modules to be coded first before the lower level 
modules. The codes in the lower modules contain only an entry and an exit. A module 
with such characteristic is called a shell. The higher-level modules will reference the 
lower ones if they are coded and available. Reference to a shell will result in an empty 
action. 
This approach will ensure that the most important modules w111 be developed and 
tested first. It also gives a preliminary version of the system sooner. 
5.2.2 Bottom-up approach 
As oppose to the top-down approach, the bottom-up approach begins with the coding 
of the lower level modules first before the higher level modules. However, the higher 
modules are just skeletons that call the lower modules. This approaches is used if the 
critically of lower level modules is high and need to be completed first. 
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5.3 MODULE IMPLEMENTATION 
The Family Information Management System is divid~ int 
are the Assets Module, Family's Facilities Maintenance Module, Request For Service 
Module, Family's Biodata Module, Report Module, and Administrator Module. Each 
module is developed using Visual Basic 6.0. (Chapter 3 provide more explanation of 
Visual Basic 6.0) 
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5.4 SUMMARY 
Under this stage, the design model of the Family lntbm n1: ,, 
workable product. Stages involved are coding and moot!J~ f. ,-1 e •. entatlon. 
In the next chapter, the testing of the final product are highlighted. It will show 
types of testing approaches used. 
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CHAPTER 6 TESTING 
6.1 INTODUCTION 
Testing is the process of executing the appli a1io111 ro~p,a i ' u ·. 
errors. Before going live, the n swly develop d dc r :llu.~ ... {'IJiJ J €· r. ·a·! V-#Jm should be 
thoroughly tested. This is achieved using ar iful~y plmm«! t©St strategies and 
realistic data so that the entire testing process is methodicaclly and rigorously 
carried out. In fact, testing cannot show the absences of faults, ii can show only that 
software fault. 
Software testing is a critical element of software quality assurance and represents the 
ultimate review of specification, design, and code generation. 
In this chapter, software testing fundamentals, testing strategies and software 
debugging methods will be presented. 
Following are some of the objectives of software testing: 
i) Testing is a process if executing a program with the intent of finding an error. 
ii) A good test case is noted that has a high probability of finding an as-yet- 
undiscovered error. 
iii) A successful test is one that uncovers as-yet undiscovered error. 
6.2 Testing Technique 
To test a component, a range of inputs and conditions are chosen. The component of 
the software will be allowed to manipulate the data, and the output will be observed. 
A particular input is chosen will demonstrate the behavior of the code behind the 
entire GUI. A test point or a test case is a particuJar choice of input data to be used in 
testing program. However, the data are entered with the express intent of determining 
whether the system will process them correctly. 
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Different test cases are needed on different type oft@, 't'U · 
available end-user, artificiaJ test data that resembles the · 
s there is no 
namely erroneous test, normal test data, and extreme t~st a '1·a. ~hes~ eategories are 
further explained in the following section, 
6.2.l Erroneous test 
Using test data that are erroneous is a good way to determine how the system handJes 
such errors and how it behaves under such situation, For example, an invalid user will 
not be allowed to enter FamilylS until he or she gives a right combination of 
username and password, For this case, the system will prompt the user "invalid 
username or password". Therefore, an invalid username or password is use as 
erroneous test data. 
6.2.2 Normal test data 
The normal test case is use to check whether the system will work well under normal 
condition. One example of the normal test data is shown below. 
Assume there are only three equipments in a room. There are another four equipments 
in another room. So, if a user want to print a report on totaJ equipments in the school, 
the system will pick up seven records in two rooms. The expected results can be 
compared both on the screen as well as on the hard copy. 
This type of test data serves as a preliminary test of the system. 
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6.2.3 Extreme test data 
The extreme test data is use for exhaustive testing. The test data can l ery hll:!;W ftf: 
can be at or beyond the boundary value. Lets take another e ampl . 
The system does not allow the user to choose the date of a malfunction of a facility 
bigger than the current system date. This is because, how can a user know that the 
facility will be malfunction on a date in the future? 
6.3 TESTING STRATEGY 
A strategy use to test this system (Family IS) is actuaJly a series of four steps that are 
implemented scqucntjally. The steps are shown in figure 18.2. Initially, tests focus on 
each component individually, ensuring that it functions properly as a unit. J lence, the 
name unit testing. Unit testing makes a heavy u e of white box testing technique, 
exercise specific paths in a module's control structure to ensure complete average and 
maximum error detection. Next, components must be assembled or integrated to form 
the complete software packages. Integration testing addresses the issues associated 
with the dual problems of verification and program con truction. Black-bo: te t ca c 
design techniques are the most prevalent during integration, although limited amount 
of white-box testing maybe use to en sure coverage of major control path. After the 
software has been integrated (constructed), a set of high-order tests are conducted. 
Validation criteria (established during requirement anal si ) mu t be tested. 
Validation te 'ting provides final assurance that software meets the functional, 
bcha ioral, and pcrf rmanc · rcquir imcnt. Bla k-box tc tin techniques arc u d 
exclusive! durin 1 validation. 
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I 
Hlgh·ordcr test Requirements 
Design Integration Teat 
I 
Code 
I 
Testing 
Direction 
Figure 6.1 Software testing steps 
The last high-order testing step falls outside the boundary of software engineering and 
into the broader context of computer system engineering. Software, once validated ' 
must be combined with other system elements (e.g., hardware, people, databases). 
System testing is an example of high-order test verifies that all system elements mesh 
properly and that overall system function/perfomance is achieved. 
6.3.1 Unit testing 
Historically, quality software is relied on testing each function or module. Unit testing 
is sometimes referred as Module Testing or Component Testing, which is extremely 
time-consuming. For ~amilylS, unit testing was done during the coding phrase. The 
first step is to examine the program code by reading through it, trying to fault 
algorithms or syntax fault . 
Th process i · followed by comparin the code with specifications and with the 
de ign to make ur • thot all rele ant use have be n converted into the desired 
output 
- .. 4 
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Unit testing involves the tests on each function modu]c indep mdcnrl .r : 
Information System, testing of the individual class modulo is merely mpilin~ ti e 
individual module. lf error is found, debugging of the code will b rried tnrt 
immediately. If the compilation of the module is completed successfully, another 
module will be coded. 
6.3.2 Integration testing 
Testing a specific feature together with other newly developed feature is known as 
integration testing. In other words, when the individual components are working 
correctly and meet the objectives, these components are combined into a working 
system. Testing the interface of 2 components explores how components interact with 
each other. 
Incremental integration approach was applied during the developments of the system. 
The system was constructed and tested in small arguments, where errors were easier 
to isolate and correct. Error will be corrected before processing to the next integration. 
If all individual modules passed the Module Testing uccessfully, there will be no 
bugs in the Module Integration Testing. The motive behind this testing is to make 
certain that all module can be e ecuted as a complete module. A mentioned earlier ' 
an individual module call' other module to perform certain task '. Parameters will be 
pa e arnon thes rnodul · and if not t • ted, th n parameter ma be pa ed 
incorrectly. 
6- 
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6.3.3 System testing 
System testing is a series of different tests conducted to verify that n.11 8~ ,, ~ 
elements such as hardware, software and information have be n proper} int 1m11e:d 
and performed allocated function. Below are some of the testing done: 
i) ·performance Testing 
System perfonnance is measured against the performance objectives set by the user as 
expressed in the non-functional requirement. Performance testing examines the speed 
of response to user command, accuracy of the result, and accessibility of the data are 
checked against user's performance prescription. 
ii) Platforms testing 
Platform testing involves the testing of the Family Information System on the 
different platfonn . Different platforms mean different operating ystem (Windows 
98, Windows NT, Windows 2000 and Windows ME). 
6.4 SUMMARY 
From the testing process that has been carry out, it can summarized the test result as 
follow: 
i) Achieve the main objective of the project 
Generally the main objectives of the project a de cribed earlier have been achie ed. 
The system can handle and maintain the facilities in a particular family. 
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ii) Syntax of language 
The language use in this system to deliver information to the user should me : 
descriptive and not too technical. Unlike the programmer the user of Familyl] \ ·11 
not have much computer knowledge, so they would not be able to understand 
computer syntax as programmer do. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SYSTEM EVALUATION AND CONLUSION 
7 .1 INTRODUCTION 
After all the handwork of designing and developing as welt as implementing 
Fami1yIS, the end product of the project is brought up for evaluation. The are man. 
evaluation technjques that use to evaluate the final system. The following section will 
explain in detail about the system strength and its limitation. 
7.2 PROBLEMS FACED AND SOLUTIONS 
The following are the major problems encountered from the beginning of the project 
through the end of the system development process. 
i) Difficulties in choosing a programming language and tools 
There are some well-known programming tools available in the market that can be 
use to develop a similar database management system. (Please refer to hapter 2). 
Choosing a suitable tool was a critical process as all tools have tier strength and 
weakness. ln addition, the availability of the required tool for development was al o a 
major concern. 
olution: 
There is no late t version of Power Builder 7.0 available in ·SKTM. So, 1 have to 
choos Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0. 
ii) l)ifficultics in 1tt1tb ring information 
Not much infomultion .ould be nth ered from the que tionnaire that were di rribut d 
to th f unil . Thi i du to from qu . tlonnalrca s nt to family, onl one responded. 
Solution: 
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Obtain more information and ideas through brainstorming with proj I' S\ll~l '1' i;, . ' 
who is a user of facilities himsc1f. Ideas are also gathered from other cours Jn i s. 
Their ideas are also useful because we all used to be users of facilities in s ho I 
iii) No end user evaluation 
Since there is no really end user to test FamilyIS except evaluation from Encik 
Mustaffa, I do not really know how end-user will react to Family IS. 
Solution: 
Tests were done on other course mates. 
iv) Slow processing time 
As very 4GL programmer knows, Visual Basic 6.0 is a graphical-oriented 
programming language. As such, application created using this language is also 
graphical-oriented and thus more memory is required to compile and execute the 
application. 
Solution: 
Although it is documented that the minimum memory requirement in developing 
Family! is 32 MB, but per onally a memory of 128 MB is much preferred. Un
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v) Transferring SQL Statement from VB to Access Report: 
Syntax the SQL Statements in VB6 and the syntax in Access Report diff r from 
other. So, I cannot use the knowledge of my SQL tatcment that l learn from ' B 1 
Access report. This make quite hard for me to pass the selection criteria from VB6 to 
Access Report. 
Solution: 
Referring to online tutorial about Access Report and read about Access Report from 
e-books and others web-publish tutorials. 
7.3 SYSTEM STRENGTHS 
i) Security features 
There are 2 types of users in FamilylS: the Administrator (Parents), and the sons or 
daughters of the family. Each user type is allocated certain acce s right to the 
functions in FamilyJS. For example, only the Administrator is allowed to create 
others user. Therefore, functions that are restricted to the user will be disabled. By 
incorporating these security features in FAMrL YIS, the possibility of an unauthorized 
acce will be greatly reduced. 
ii) Friendly user interface 
Family! ' is specially designed on the principle for ease to use. A such, UI feature 
have b ·en integrated into the tern. The in clu non of I has contributed a ti t 
aid users. ers can easil capture th ov rvi w of the sy tern. 
7- 
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iii) Request For Service 
FamilyIS provides function to the user to update the current Family s assets. road t N 
insurance and billing information. 
iv) Maintenance 
FamilyTS provides function to the user to make sure that all the family's information 
and data is up-to-date. 
7 .4 SYSTEM CONSTRAINS AND LIMITATIONS 
i) Maintenance scheduling prompting 
The function that inform the user that the time to do maintenance for a particular 
facility is done by comparing the current system date with the scheduled maintenance 
date in the database. However, the user can change the date and time of the system 
through Control Panel. Family TS unable to sense changes of system date and time. 
ii) Single host 
FamilyIS is a stand-alone system and therefore does not support the multi-user 
environment. In order to use the system, user ha to install the arnilyl into their p 
iii) Acces Report 
The Billing Report is bein done using the Acee Report h1cility because it give, 
more flexibility for u or on how to di play the data unlike the Datu Report in Visual 
f a i · in which onl has limited fun non. 
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7 .5 FUTURE ENCHANCEMENTS 
i) Dual lingual support 
Due the time constrain in developing FamilyIS, the language use for the ntim 
interface is in English. If the system could provide Malay support it v uld be more 
fascinating because most of the administrative works in family are done in Malay. 
ii) Interactive help (in demo or video from) 
If a system could provide a demo package or a short tutorial session, it will definitely 
help the users team up the system in a shorter period. 
iii) Networking 
To really benefit all the users, Family] shall be modified to enable network 
accessing, This can be achieved by using the LAN (Local Area Network) 
environment. fo a multi-user environment, FamilyIS only needed to be install in the 
server machine and other client machines can gain acces to Family) 
simultaneously. 
7.6 KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE GAINED 
i) Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 (Databa e Programming and Event-Driven 
Programming) 
Devel ping thi · system has given mt! th ... opportunity to learn VB6. Reading about 
v 6 is not 'nough t und rstand it hare t ri sue. B d svelopin t.hi' yst rn, 1 I am 
mor • about YA hara t ri. ti cs and th -. " ·hnrool risti '!,; cannot b · uin from read in 
book. 
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ii) Microsoft Access 2000 
The database in FamilyTS is developed using Access 2000. 1 have the oppnn.un'·. 
learn more about Access and how to connect to VB6. Only throu h dev 1 pit}~ 't}i!s 
system that I learn that VB6 can be connected to Microsoft Access 2000. 
iii) Self Expression 
Developing FamilyIS has really given me a great change to express myself in 
designing and coding of the system. Finally, before graduating, I have the change to 
build application software by myself. Doing this thesis has greatly improved my self- 
esteem and self-confidence. 
7.7 SUMMARY 
Evaluation of a system is indeed needed to ensure its objectives and intended 
functions have been achieved. This chapter covers all the aspect of evaluating 
application software. At the end of evaluation, comes the conclusion of this thesis 
project. 
7 .8 CONCLUSION 
The Family Information ystem is a start to a computerized family environment in 
Malaysia. Farnil IS will be an example of what th" fun tion of infcrmanon 
management in family will be like. 
To be given a chan to devel p this ' stern has be en both enj ya le and ru trating 
to m •. It is njo obi b u1s tlnnll I iun •oil munipulat • and use till the 
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knowledge gathered during the three-year course in FSKTM1 parti ularf on the , '1 '€ 
of software engineering, system analysis and design as well a. databas mansg inui t 
It is frustrating because I have to learn the tools that I have cho n VB by my elf. 
Although there is a lot of online VB tutorials, however choosing a website that is 
really suitable is a task for me. So, I would like to take this opportunity to suggest to 
the facuJty to offer a course to teach the students one of the 4th generation languages 
in the market for example Visual Basic, Power Builder or others. This course will 
definitely help the student later in their studies or in their work. 
Last but not least, the FamilyJS can be said to have achieved its objectives as well as 
it requirement as planned earlier. It will serve well as a computerize facilities 
management in typical family in Malay ia. 
7-7 
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USER MANUAL FOR THE FAMILY INFORMATIONS t TEM 
1) The L-Ogin Screen 
- - 
'~ 
This screen will be the first screen to appear in the system to validate the user. 
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Message for the invalid usernarne or password. 
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2) Main Screen 
D 
Using this main screen, user can choose whatever function that they want to execute. F r 
example, if a user want to key-in the latest bill, he or she can do so by clicking on the 
Billing command button. 
The current time and date is also shown on this main screen. 
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3) ADD USER 
This screen enable the family's member to add additional members into the system. 
This screen also enable a user to specify whether an added u er to have an adrnini strative 
authority or not. 
iv 
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4) CHANGE PASSWORD 
This screen enable a user to change their respective password. 
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~) EXAMPLE OF THE SAVE, ADD, DELETE, ANO NlCW OPERATION FOR Tfl~ FA'!!' IS 
M: I 
,------· l•:I,.. ----...;;,oi 
Jn this screen, user can add, save, create new form and delete existing data for the 
FamilyfS. In this form, user can add in their respective picture. 
vi 
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6) EXAMPLE OF INFORMATION LISTING 
This screen will show all the telephone information of the concurrent user. User will b 
able to add in new record, delete existing record, or even modify existing record. 
vii 
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EXAMPLE OF COMMAND BlJTTON 
1) SAVE COMMAND BUTTON 
2) PREVIEW COMMAND BUTTON 
3) PRJNT COMMAND BUTTON 
4) OPEN/SEARCH 
5) NEW 
[] 
Iii 
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SISTEM PENGURlJSAN INFORMAST KELUARGA 
Nama Keluarga 
Nama responden 
Post 
Perhatian : Segala maklumat yang dibertkan dalam soal selidik ini adalah sulit dan 
hanya akan digunakan untuk tujuan analisis dan pembangunan i tern Jnformasi 
Keluarga .. 
Anda dibenarkan untuk memilth lebih daripada satu jawapan. 
MakJumat dan Kemudahan 
I. Apakah status keluarga anda? 
O Keluarga Berinformasi 
O Keluarga Dalam Bandar 
O Keluarga Luar Bandar 
2. Apakah sistem pengendaliaan yang digunakan oleh komputer di rumah anda? 
O Window 98 
n Window 95 
O Window yang lebib lama dari Win 95, sila nyatakan ------- Cl Lain-lain, sila nyatakan _ 
3. Adakah anda berpuas hati dengan cara pengurusan informasi di keluarga anda? 
[] Tidak puss hati 
[l Sedikit puss hati 
I Puss bati 
1:1 Sangat puas hati 
[1 Tiada komen 
4. Pada pendapat anda, efektifkah sistern penguru an informasi di rumah anda? 
I J Ya rJ Ticlak 
5. Adakah keluarga ini mempunyai sistem berkomputeran yang mengendalikan 
inforrnasi keluarga? 
I Va 11 Tidnk 
Jik 1 yo apakah si t m pen ndaliun un di un ikan ol h, i tern •rkenmrn 
L J Window 98 
r I Window 95 
r 1 Window yan I hih I ma darl Win 95, silo nyatakao ------- r I Laln-laln, llo ny11taknn_. _ 
7. N utaakun pen ion yun di . unakan ol h si. t Ill t r ·but. 
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8. Sila berikan takrifan bagi informasi dalam kontek kcluarga, 
LJ Segala bentuk peralatan yang digunakan untuk m mbantu 
kehidupan harian. 
O Segala jenis maklumat peribadi. 
O Segala bentuk peralatan dan mnklumat pcribadi. 
O Lain-lain, sila nyatakan ~~-~--~---------~ 
9. Siapakah yang menentukan penggunaan sesuatu informasi di rumah? 
O Jbu den Bapa 
0 Anak 
0 Penolong Rumah 
O Lain-lain, sila nyatakan _ 
1 O. Siapakah yang bertanggungjawab terhadap ke elarnatan informasi dan asset 
dalam rumah? 
l l lbu dan Bapa 
I Anak 
l I Penolong Rumah 
r l Lain-lain, sHa nyatakan -~~------- 
11. iapakah yang bertanggung jawab terhadap penjadualan aktiviti keluarua 
I I lbu dan Bapa 
[J Anak 
[I Penolong Rumah 
Cl Lain-lain, sila nyatakan -~-------- 
12. Selain daripada lbuBapa dan anak, siapakah yang turut rnenggunakan informasi 
dan a set di rumah. 
l.l yarikat Insurans 
I" 1 Jabatan Kerajaan 
[J Orang ramai seisin ibu bapa dan pcnjaga 
11 Lain-lain silo nyatakan _ Un
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I 3. Apakah informasi dan asset yang digunakan oleh mcreka? 
0 Nombor IC 
0 Nombor Serial Asset 
0 Sijil Kelahiran 
0 Maklumat Bil-Bil rumah 
0 Maklumat Telefon 
O Maklumat Peribadi 
Maklumat-maklumat yang ingin saya kumpulan untuk pangkalan data .  
1. Senarai kemudahan rumah 
2. Senarai penggunaan yang mungkin untuk setiap asset tersebut. 
3. Senarai alatan dalam keluarga tesebut. 
4. Susut nilai bagi setiap asset tersebut. 
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LOGIN 
Dim rs As Object 
Sub setFields() 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmd.Exit Click() 
Unload Me 
End 
End Sub 
############################### 
Private Sub cmdLogin_Click() 
Dim logged As Boolean 
Dim Status As String 
logged = False 
lfLen(txtlD.Text) > 0 And Len(txtPassword.Text) > 0 Then 
While Not rs. OF 
lf txtID.Text = rs("LoginName") And txtPassword.Text = rs("Password") Then 
logged = True 
Status= rs("Status") 
End If 
rs. Move Next 
Wend 
If logged= False Then 
MsgBox "Invalid ID or Password!", vb xclamation · vbOK nly, "Error" 
Else 
If Status= "admin" Then 
mdiMain.autAdmin =True 
lse 
mdiMain.autAdmin = False 
nd If 
mdiMain.u ·erlD txtllr.Text 
mdiMain.Pa sword .. txtPa word.Text 
nload Mo 
mdiMain. how 
.nd If 
1~ 
Ms Box "JD or Password annot b NUI I valuel", vbB lumation t v K nl , 
" · rror" 
End ff 
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End Sub 
########################################## 
Private Sub Form_ Load() 
Set rs= DBDec("C:\FamilyTS\FamilylS.mdb", "Login") 
setFields 
End Sub 
ADD USER 
Dim cnAuthority As New ADODB.Connection 
Public Sub refreshData() 
txtName.Text = "" 
txtID.Text - '"' 
txtPassword.Text = "" 
End Sub 
####################ft##################### 
Private Sub cmdCancel Click() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
########################################## 
Private Sub cmdUpdate _Click() 
If Len(txtName.Text) > 0 And Len(txtPassword.Text) > 0 And Len(txtTD.Text) > o 
Then 
If chkAdmin. Value= I Then 
txtAdmin = "admin" 
lse 
txtAdmin = "user" 
End lf 
Dim r · As bject 
Dim gotlD As Boolean 
irn msgvalue A Integer 
Dim con A· N w A DB. onnecuon 
et r • D · e ii :\Fomilyf \ 'mnil tJ~.mdb", 111 o in" 11L inNam ", "WH R 
LoginNnrne "' & txtl .T xt & ""' 
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If rs.EOF Then 
gotID = False 
Else 
gotlD =True 
End If 
rs.Close 
Set rs = Nothing 
Tf gotID - False Then 
cnn.Open "Driver=Microsoft Access Driver 
(*.mdb);DBQ=C:\FamilyIS\FamilylS.mdb" 
cnn. Execute "INSERT INTO Login (Name, LoginName, Password, Status) 
VALUES("' & txtName.Text & "', '" & txtlD.Text & "',"' & txtPassword.Text & 
"', "' & txtAdmin & '")" 
cnn.Close 
Set cnn =Nothing 
Else 
If MsgBox("Some one has picked the ID. Please key in again.", vbOKOnly) = 
vbOK Then 
xit Sub 
End If 
nd If 
refreshData 
End If 
End ub 
###########################'############### 
Public ub Form_Load() 
cmdUpdate.Default =True 
End Sub 
Private ub Form nJoad( ancel As Integer 
mdiMoin.pi Moin. Vi ibl · Tru 
mdiMain.tlbMain. Visible True 
mdiMoin.mnu atu. Visib! · 'I ru · 
mdiMuin.mnul•ilc.Visible Fals1J 
nd ub 
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CHANGE PASSWORD 
Public Password As String 
Public userID As String 
Private Sub cmdCancel_ Click() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
################################################ 
Private Sub cmdUpdate_Click() 
If txtOld.Text =Password Then 
If txtNew.Text = txtConfinn.Text Then 
PasswordUpdate txtNew.Text, txtOld.Text 
MsgBox "Password successfully change.", vbOKOnly vblnformation, 
"Password Changed" 
txtOJd.Text = "" 
txtNew.Text = "" 
txtConfinn.Text "" 
Else 
MsgBox "Incorrect confirmation password!", vbOKOnly + vbExclamation, 
"Error" 
End If 
Else 
MsgBox "Invalid old password!", vbOKOnly + vbExclamation, "Error" 
End If 
End Sub 
################################################ 
Private Sub Fonn_Load() 
IbtrD.Caption - userfD 
nd ub Un
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EDIT USER ID 
Public userName As String 
######################################## 
Private Sub cmdCancel_ Click() 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
######################################## 
Private Sub cmdUpdate_Click() 
Dim cnn As New ADODB.Connection 
cnn.Open "Driver=Microsoft Access Driver 
(*.mdb)))BQ=C:\FamilyfS\FamilylS.mdb" 
cnn.Execute "UPDATE Login SET LoginName-'" & txtEdjt(O).Text & '" , 
Password='" & txtEdit(l).Text & '"WHERE Name="' & lblName.Caption & ''"' 
cnn.Close 
Set cnn = Nothing 
frm Viewlnfo. refresh Info 
Unload Me 
nd Sub 
##ff.##################################### 
Private Sub Form Load() 
Dim rs As Object 
Set rs - DBDec("C:\FamilylS\FamilylS.mdb" "Login", "WH RE Name "' & 
userName & ""') 
While Not rs.E F 
lblName.Caption rs("Name") 
lblOldlD. aption - rs("LoginNarne") 
lbl ldPa sword. aption r ("Pas word") 
rs.MoveNext 
Wend 
r . lo ·e 
Nothin 
·nd ub 
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SAVE 
Public Sub mnuSave() 
If MsgBox("Save this Record?", vbQuestion + vbOKCancel, "Confirmation") = vbOK 
Then 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim seperator As String, seperator2 As String 
Dim dbField As String, DBValue As String 
seperator = '", "' 
seperator2 = ", " 
dbFie1d = "(userID, " 
DB Value="("' & userID & "',"' 
For i = 0 To txtKAm. UBound 
If txtKAm(i).Text <>""Then 
DB Value= DB Value & txtKAm(i).Text & seperator 
dbField = dbField & "txtKAm" & i & "," 
End If 
Next 
For i = 0 To cboKAm.UBound 
If cboKAm(i).Text <> "" Then 
DB Value= DBValue & cboKAm(i).Text & seperator 
dbField = dbField & "cboKAm'' & i & "," 
Endlf 
Next 
For i == 0 To txtKLahir. UBound 
If txtKLahir(i).Text <>""Then 
DBValue = DBValue & txtKLahir(i).Text & seperator 
dbField = dbField & "txtKLahir" & i & "," 
nd If 
Next 
For i = 0 To txtKKerjn. UBound 
If i • txtKKerja.UBound Then 
seperator ")" 
scperotor2 ")" 
nd If 
rftxtKKe!rja(l).T xt ""Then 
txtKKerja I .r t 0 
nd If 
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DB Value= DBValue & "" & txtKKe~ja(i).Text & scperator 
dbField = dbField & "txtKKer:ja" & i & seperarorz 
Next 
Dim cnn As New AOODB.Connection 
cnn.Open "Driver=Microsoft Access Driver 
(*.mdb);DBQ=C:\FamilylS\FamilylS.mdb" 
cnn.Execute "fNSERT INTO Family" & dbField & "VALUES" & DBVaJue 
cnn.Close 
cnn.Open "Driver=Microsoft Access Driver 
(*.mdb);DBQ=C:\FamilylS\FamilyJS.mdb" 
For i = I To LvwFamily. Listltems.Count 
cnn.Execute "INS RT INTO RelationShip (Name Relative Name, Relation) 
VALUES("' & txtKAm(O).Text & "', "' & LvwFamily.Listltems(i) & "',"' & 
LvwFamily. Listltems(i).Subltem (1) & "')" 
Next 
cnn.Close 
Set cnn = Nothing 
End If 
End Suh 
DELETE 
Public Sub mnuDelete() 
Dim cnn As New ADODB. onnecti n 
cnn.Open "Drive =Microsoft Access Driver 
(*.mdb);DBQ :\Family) \Family! .mdb" 
cnn. xecute "D L TE• FROM Family WH ~RE user! "' & userll) & "'and 
txtKAmO '" & txtKAm Oj.Text & '"" 
cnn. lose 
et cnn • Nothin 
mnuNew 
· nd ub 
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Public Sub mnuNew() 
Dim i As lnteger 
Dim j As Integer 
Dim k As Integer 
Dim l As Integer 
For i = 0 To txtKAm.UBound 
txtKAm(i).Text = "" 
Next 
For j = 0 To txtKLahir.UBound 
txtKLahir(j).Text = "'' 
Next 
Fork= 0 To txtKKerja.UBound 
txtKKerja(k).Text = "" 
Next 
For I= 0 To txtAM.UBound 
txtAM(l).Text = "" 
Next 
For i = 0 To cboKAm.UBound 
cboKAm(i).Text = '"' 
Next 
Lvwliarnily.Listltems.Clear 
nd Sub 
CALL FOR REPORT 
Privat cl re Function api etFor rroundW·indow Lib "u ·e 2" 
Alie '' etForegroundWind ' '' _ 
(ByVal hwnd A ong) _ 
A ong 
Privnt clare Function upiShowWindow Lib "u er " 
Alia. " howWindow" 
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(ByVal hwnd As Long,_ 
ByVal nCmdShow As Long)_ 
As Long 
Private Const SW MAXIMIZE= 3 
Private Const SW NORMAL= 1 
Function fOpenRemoteReport(strMDB As String,_ 
strReport As String, _ 
Optional intView As Variant)_ 
As Boolean 
Dim objAccess As Access.Application 
Dim lngRet As Long 
On Error GoTo fDpenRemoteReport_Err 
If JsMissing(intView) Then intView = acViewPreview 
If Len(Oir(strMDB)) > 0 Then 
et objAcces - New Access.Application 
With objAccess 
lngRet - apiSetForegroundWindow(.hWndAccessApp) 
JngRet == apiShowWindow(.hWndAccessApp, SW _NORMAL) 
'the first call to ShowWindow doesn't seem to do anything 
lngRet = apiShowWindow(.hWndAccessApp, SW _NORMAL) 
.OpenCurrentDatabase strMDB 
.DoCmd.OpenReport strReport, intView 
Do While Len(.CurrentOb.Name) > 0 
DoEvents 
Loop 
End With 
End If 
fDpenRemoteReport_ Exit: 
On rror Resume Next 
objAcce · .Quit 
Set objAccess - Nothing 
xit Function 
fOpenRemoteReport _Err: 
fOpenRemoteRepo1t Fat ·e 
Select a 'C ·rr.Numbcr 
a e 78 6: 
'rndb is already exclusively opened 
M Box "The d11U;1ba- ou specified 0 & vb r f & trM 13 & 
vb rl.f & "is urr ntl open in , lu iv mode. " & v · .rl.f - 
. vb rl f "Pl a o n in )1(u d mod ond t ugnin'', 
vbExclnmntion t vb nly, ii ould not open database." 
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Case 2103: 
'form doesn't exist 
MsgBox "The report "' & strReport & 
"' doesn't exist in the Database " 
& vbCrLf & strMDB, _ 
vbExclamation + vbOKOnly, "report not found" 
Case 7952: 
'user closed mdb 
fDpenRemoteReport = True 
Case Else: 
MsgBox "Error#:" & Err.Number & vbCrLf & Err.Description, 
vbCritical + vbOKOnly, "Runtime error" - 
End Select 
Resume tDpenRemoteReport _Exit 
End Function 
Function fDpenRemoteForm(strMDB As String,_ 
strForrn As String, _ 
Optional intview As Variant)_ 
As Boolean 
Dim objAccess As Access.Application 
Dim lngRet As Long 
'Dim db as Database 
On Error GoTo fOpenRemoteFonn_Err 
If IsMissing(intView) Then intView = acViewNormal 
If Len(Dir(strMDB)) > 0 Then 
Set obj Access= New Access.Application 
With objAcces 
LngRet = apiSetForegroundWindow(.bWndAccessApp) 
lngRet = apiShowWindow(.hWndAcce sApp, SW _MAXIMIZ ) 
'the first call to ShowWindow doesn't seem to do anything 
lngRet = apiShowWindow(.hWndAccessApp SW _MAXlMIZ 
Set db= objAccess.DB ngine.OpenDatabase(strMDB 
False, False, "·PWD Soft8") - 
. pen urrcntDutabase strMDB 
.Do md. penForrn strf'orm, intview 
Do While ~n(. urrentDb.Nome) 0 
o vent· 
I oop 
nd With 
nd If 
penR in t h>nn_ •'xit: 
n Error Resum Next 
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obj Access. Quit 
Set objAccess =Nothing 
Exit Function 
tDpenRemoteF orm _Err: 
fDpenRemoteForm = False 
Select Case Err.Number 
Case 7866: 
'mdb is already exclusively opened 
MsgBox "The database you specified " & vbCrLf & strMDB & 
vbCrLf & "is currently open in exclusive mode. " & vbCrLf 
& vbCrLf & "Please reopen in shared mode and try again",_ 
vbExclamation + vbOKOnly, "Could not open database." 
Case 2102: 
'form doesn't exist 
MsgBox "The Form " & strForm & _ 
"' doesn't exist in the Database " 
& vbCrLf & strMDB, _ 
vb xclamation + vbOKOnly, "Form not found" 
Case 7952: 
'user closed mdb 
fDpenRemoteForm - True 
Case Else: 
MsgBox" rror#: " & Err.Number & vbCrLf & rr.Description, 
vbCritical vbOKOnly, "Runtime error" 
End Select 
Resume tDpenRemoteForm_ xit 
End Function 
Private Sub cmdPreview _ lick() 
Dim xkpt As Variant 
On rror Re ume Next 
xRpt = tDpenRemoteReport("D:\Family.mdb", "PhoneRpt" acPreview) 
~nd ub 
Private Sub cmdPrint_ Click() 
Dim xRpt As Variant 
n rror Resume Next 
xRpt = fDpenRemotcRcport(''D:\Family.mdb" "PhoneRpt", acPrint) 
•nd Sub 
Private ub Exit 
n rror Resurn 
frm ullRpt. Vi sibl Fals 
mdiMoin . .., ho' 
nd ub 
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GLOSSARY 
Application - A business computer system that processes a portion of a database to meet 
a user's information needs. It consists of menus forms. report , queries and an 
application program. 
API - See Application Program lnterface. 
Application Program Interface - A set of program procedures or functions that can be 
called to invoke a set of services. The APl includes the names of procedures and 
functions and a description of the name, purpose, and data type of parameters to be 
provided. For example, a DBMS product could provide a library of functions to call for 
database services. The names of procedures and their parameters constitute the API for 
that library. 
Candidate Key - An attribute or group of attributes that identifies a unique row in a 
relation. One of the candidate keys is chosen to be the primary key. 
CHIS - Computer Based Information System 
Database - A collection of integrated records that are kept in files for future reference. 
Hardware - The mechanical devices that comprise a computer system, such as the centra.J 
processing unit, monitor, keyboard, and mou 'e, a· well as other equipment like printers 
and speakers. 
DBM - Database Management System. A set of programs used to define, administer 
and proce ·s the databa e and its appli ation. 
Foreign K. y - An attribute that is the key of on or more ii ·lotions other than the one in 
which it appear. 
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MIS - Management Information System 
Normal Form - A rule or set of rules governing the allowed . t:ru ture of relarions h~ 
rules apply to an attribute, functional dependencies, multivalued dependencies, domains, 
and constrains. The most important normal forms are I NF, 2NF an 3NF. 
Normalisation - The process of evaluating a relation to determine whether it is in a 
specific normal form and, if necessary, of converting it to relations in that specific normal 
form, 
ODBC - Open Database Connectivity, a standard database access method developed by 
Microsoft Corporation. The goal of ODB is to make it po ible to acces any data from 
any application, regardless of which database management system (DBMS) is handling 
the data. 
PB - Power Builder is a graphic PC-based client/server application development 
environment. 
Primary Key - A candidate key selected to be the key of relation. 
Search engine -A tool that enable u ers to locate information on the World Wide Web. 
Search engines use keywords entered by users to find Web sites, which contain the 
information 'Ought. ome search engines are pecificall designed to find Web it 
intended for children. 
Familyl - Famil Information , tern 
Softwar - A computer pro ram, which provides th in tructions, which enable the 
comput r hardware to work. st m oftware uch as Window or Mac S operate th 
mct ihine its ·If and uppli ·uti(ms sollwur , uch us spr ad, heet or word procc sin 
pro mm. ! r r ) id iii fun tionalit . 
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VB6 - Visual Basic 6.0 an event-driven programming language that. are going to be ·, s 
in developing SFMS. 
4GL - 4th Generation Language 
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